Lotus Notes Calendar on iPad

Adding events from your Lotus Notes Calendar to your iPad Calendar
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Things you will need:

- iPad
- Lotus Notes Application Account
- Gmail/Google Calendar Account
Lotus Notes Calendar
G-Mail Account

LNGoogleSync
This tool synchronizes your Lotus Notes calendar to your Google calendar.

Automatic sync-on-startup is enabled. Starting sync.
Date range: 09/20/2010 thru 11/26/2010
Getting Lotus Notes calendar entries

LNGoogleSync
This tool synchronizes your Lotus Notes calendar to your Google calendar.

General Settings:
- Synchronize On Startup
- Diagnostic Mode

Data To Sync:
- Descriptions
- Alarms Become Google Reminders

Exit
This tool synchronizes your Lotus Notes calendar to your Google calendar.

Lotus Notes Settings
- Server: FIRE-mail014.fordham.edu/FIRE
- Mail File: i4.p.nsf
- Username: [Blank]
- Password: [Blank]

Google Settings
- Email Address: [Blank]@gmail.com
- Password: [Blank]

Network Settings
- Connect to Google using SSL/TLS (recommended)
- Use Proxy Server to Reach the Internet
  - Server IP or Name: proxy.krustylab.com
  - Port Number: [Blank]
  - Username (optional): [Blank]
  - Password (optional): [Blank]
Finding your Lotus Notes Mail Settings
This tool synchronizes your Lotus Notes calendar to your Google calendar.

After filling in the settings, click Synchronize to begin.

Automatic sync-on-startup is enabled. Starting sync.
Date range: 09/20/2010 thru 11/26/2010
Getting Lotus Notes calendar entries.
This tool synchronizes your Lotus Notes calendar to your Google calendar.

After filling in the settings, click synchronize to begin.

Automatic sync-on-startup is enabled. Starting sync.
Date range: 09/20/2010 thru 11/25/2010
Getting Lotus Notes calendar entries | 10.6 s|
20 entries found within date range
Logging into Google | 3.3 s|
Deleting old Google calendar entries | 1.9 s|
20 entries deleted
Creating new Google calendar entries | 15.9 s|
20 entries created
Finished sync (34.5 s total)
Choosing your Google calendar to Sync

http://www.google.com/calendar/iphone/select
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